A slip in the date of DNA's discovery
In her review of Anna Ziegler's play Photograph 51, Josie Glausiusz refers to DNA's "discovery" in 1953 (Nature 468, 375; 2010) , when this was in fact the year its structure was solved. The molecule itself was discovered almost a century earlier.
It was a young Swiss physician, Friedrich Miescher, who stumbled on DNA in 1869, naming it nuclein. He realized that it chemically defines the nucleus -an enigmatic organelle at that time -and identified the molecule in a wide variety of cell types, including germ cells. He determined DNA's elementary composition and basic biochemical properties, and suggested that it could be important in cell proliferation, realizing it was synthesized before cell division.
Miescher developed theories on the basis of these findings to explain DNA's function in terms of fertilization and heredity, even proposing how macromolecules might encode information. His work also stimulated others to investigate DNA and its function.
Miescher should therefore be remembered not just as the discoverer of DNA, but also as the founder of molecular genetics. Biology, Mainz, Germany. r.dahm@imb-mainz.de 
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Economic growth: indicators not targets
Peter Victor questions the merits of economic growth in developed countries (Nature 468, 370-371; 2010) . In such discussions, it is important to avoid confusing indicators with optimization targets. An indicator that may be useful for evaluating an economy could be harmful when used as a target to improve the state of the economy.
An economic indicator, such as gross domestic product (GDP) or the genuine progress indicator (GPI), is a number that quantifies a particular aspect of an economy. Indicators are useful for comparing different economies or for monitoring development. But they are overly simplistic in that they ignore all non-quantifiable aspects of living.
This flaw becomes crucial when an indicator is turned into an optimization target. Politicians will quickly identify and exploit mechanisms that are likely to increase the indicator, even if there is no benefit for society.
Measures that would not even be considered in the absence of a specific optimization target can then become political priorities when that target is adopted. Public debt is one such indicator that has recently become a high-priority optimization target in many European countries, despite wide recognition of the socially negative effects of the cuts that are needed to reduce it.
This will happen to any indicator, including the GPI, which takes into account social and environmental factors as well as economic ones. Economists and politicians must accept that no single number can safely be optimized. Several indicators that concentrate on different 
